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BASIC GRAMMAR

BASIC COLLECTION

PRONOUNS TEST 1

LY S - 5

SUBJECT / OBJECT PRONOUNS
6.

1.- 20. sorularda verilen cümlede boş
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da
ifadeyi bulunuz.

2.

3.

4.

5.

A: Is this cake for your sister?
B: Yes, it is for ----.
A) he

B) she

C) her

D) him

7.

Can you give ---- a glass of water? I am
thirsty.
A) I

B) they

C) me

D) them

A: Do you know John?
B: Yes, I know ---- very well.
A) he

B) him

C) she

D) me
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1.

The children are out in the garden. Do you
want to see ----?
A) they

B) them

C) her

D) him

8.

9.

These beans taste excellent because ---- are
fresh-picked.
A) we

B) they

C) them

D) you

Our neighbour’s car is very noisy. My
parents wake up every morning because of
----.
A) they

C) she

C) it

D) you

Mr. Walter wants to talk to Jane and ----.
I think he wants to talk to ---- about our
grades.
A) I / us

B) me / us

C) I / we

D) me / we

The little boy cannot find his toy cars. ---- is
looking for ---- everywhere.
A) Him / it

B) He / it

C) Him / they

D) He / them

10. A: Why is Mrs. Smith here?
B: Because ---- wants to talk to ----.

We always take our bags with ---- when we
get out of the car, but yesterday we didn’t.
A) me

B) them

A) she / he

B) her / me

C) we

D) us

C) she / I

D) she / me

1
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BASIC GRAMMAR
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BASIC COLLECTION

MODALS TEST 4

LY S - 5

POSSIBILITY
6.

1.- 20. sorularda verilen cümlede boş
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da
ifadeyi bulunuz.

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
2.

must be
may have been
needn’t have been
should be
had better be

should be left
may not leave
might have left
cannot leave
could be left

Officials stated that the accident happened
because of a fault on the road but I think the
driver of the bus ---- while driving.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

5.

7.

You ---- your umbrella on the bus as none of
us have seen it at home since yesterday.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

4.

might be defined
mustn’t be defined
could have been defined
had to be defined
has to be defined

Many legends say that Atlantis ---- a paradise
where a great empire existed.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

3.

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Though their music is over 30 years old, the
Beatles still ---- as the best rock group ever.
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1.

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
8.

should have stayed
must have stayed
needn’t have stayed
can’t have stayed
may have stayed

Even an amateur ---- music recordings of
professional quality on a home computer.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

9.

should realise
may have realised
cannot realise
couldn’t have realised
had to realise

We ---- at a hotel instead of camping in the
woods as my allergy to insects and greenleaf plants became severe.

could have made
must make
needn’t have made
can make
would have made

It ---- my father whom you saw walking down
the street yesterday as he went abroad two
weeks ago.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

may be sleeping
might sleep
can’t have slept
may have slept
has slept

Patients who will go through a surgery that
may require anaesthesia ---- anything for
three hours before being operated.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

But for my curious neighbour, I ---- that my
kitchen curtains had caught fire the other
day.

must have been
had to be
can’t have been
could be
had been

10. You ---- to work this afternoon if you have to
take care of your sick kids at home.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

needn’t have consumed
can’t have consumed
don’t need to consume
didn’t have to consume
mustn’t consume

should have gone
may not go
might have gone
hadn’t gone
will have gone
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BASIC
VOCABULARY

BASIC COLLECTION

LY S - 5

TEST 1
6.

1.- 20. sorularda verilen cümlede boş
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da
ifadeyi bulunuz.

3.

B) mysteries
D) images

B) victims
D) surgeons

Insurance provides protection for you and
your ----.
A) silence
C) gesture

B) petition
D) suggestion
E) property

4.

8.

B) Delicately
D) Rationally
E) Secretly

No matter how young or how old their
students are, teachers must be able to ---them.
A) motivate
C) ignore

B) release
D) imitate
E) discourage

9.

Most people with diabetes should ---- about
130 grams of carbohydrate each day.
A) harvest
C) measure
E) cancel

B) shelter
D) fluency

B) consume
D) purchase

10. Dual career couples have been proven to be
among the most successful marriages, yet
also have the highest ---- of divorce in the
United States.

Cleaning products such as oven cleaner are
highly ---- and cause chemical burns on the
skin.
A) harmonious
C) beneficial
E) fragile

---- twenty five percent of women and
twelve percent of men experience serious
depression at least once in their lifetime.
A) Urgently
C) Approximately

Istanbul has a(n) ---- for its unique mosques
and churches.
A) reputation
C) satellite
E) ability

5.

7.

The government has provided a place to stay
to the ---- of the flood.
A) adults
C) candidates
E) referees

B) layers
D) themes
E) coaches

You can take a number of ---- to prevent
crime in big cities.
A) borders
C) precautions
E) currencies

2.

A) figures
C) shells
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1.

Onions have 10 to 14 ----.

B) obsolete
D) destructive

A) agreement
C) interest
E) rate

B) supply
D) tax

1
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BASIC VOCABULARY TEST 1
11. There is a new technology to ---- people by
their voices.
A) threaten
C) surprise

16. Silicon and oxygen are the two most ---elements in the earth’s crust.

B) identify
D) support

A) nasty
C) demanding

E) insult

E) loyal

12. Ethiopia is a mosaic of many wonderful
people known for their ---- and friendly
welcome.

A) limit
C) contribute
E) repair

B) slight
D) hospitable

13. The cost of traffic ---- is very high due to the
hours wasted and the stress suffered by
drivers.
A) level
C) height

17. A solid marketing plan will greatly ---- to the
overall success of the business strategy.

B) source
D) congestion
E) contest
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A) evil
C) ridiculous
E) hasty

14. A simple way to remove ---- from polish
chrome surfaces is to rub it with aluminium
foil.
A) rust
C) pain

B) abundant
D) speedy

B) destroy
D) polish

18. A good manager is the one who ---- his
employees for their effective performances
and results.
A) commands
B) punishes
C) offends
D) neglects
E) appreciates

19. In the south of Israel lies the Negev Desert,
which ---- about half of Israel’s land area.
A) prevents
C) irrigates

B) odour
D) crust

B) emits
D) covers
E) abandons

E) ash

15. This camera is equipped with a lens that
covers a(n) ---- wide shooting range.
A) carefully
C) remarkably
E) annually

20. Babies 6 to 12 months old can slowly show
signs of being slightly ---- by biting, wailing,
and even slapping.

B) fatally
D) initially

A) hostile
C) legal

B) decent
D) vague
E) obedient

2
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BASIC
READING

BASIC COLLECTION

LY S - 5

TEST 3
2.
1.-3. soruları, aşağıda verilen parçaya göre
yanıtlayınız.

One can understand from the passage that
----.
A)
B)

1.

It is stated in the passage that the Coachella
Festival ----.

C)
D)
E)
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The name Coachella, although it is also the name of
a city in Riverside County, California, usually refers
to the Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival. The
Coachella Festival is held once a year in the city of
Indio. It is held during the last weekend of April. Since
the first official Coachella Festival in 1999, the event
has grown in popularity to the point that the original
two days designated for the festival have been
extended to three days. Camping is also common at
Coachella, and began at the 2002 festival. Guests
who decide to camp stay at a nearby polo field next
to the lawn used for the festival grounds. Camping
at Coachella is confined to tents, and there are a
number of rules in place to prevent damage and
pollution of the grounds. For example, glass, alcohol,
open fires, and cooking devices are not allowed on
the campgrounds.

3.

According to the passage, it is true that ----.
A)

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

is held a couple of times in a year
is held at the beginning of April
was first organized in 1999
has lost its popularity recently
is just an art festival with a limited number
of participants

the Coachella Festival won’t be organized in
the coming years
people who attend the Coachella Festival
generally stay at nearby hotels
the first Coachella Festival was held in 2002
camping has been allowed at the festival
since 1999
the Coachella Festival used to last two days

B)
C)
D)
E)

people who camp at the festival place
cannot use cooking devices
the Coachella Festival lasts for over a week
sometimes the Coachella Festival takes
place earlier than usual
it is forbidden to bring tents to the festival
area
the Coachella Festival features only local
music groups

1
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BASIC READING TEST 3
5.
4.-6. soruları, aşağıda verilen parçaya göre
yanıtlayınız.

It can be understood from the passage that
----.
A)
B)

4.

The writer states in the passage that
melatonin ----.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

C)
D)
E)
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Melatonin is a hormone produced in the brain from
the amino acid tryptophan. The synthesis and
release of melatonin are stimulated by darkness
and suppressed by light. Levels of melatonin in the
blood are highest prior to bedtime. The melatonin
production decreases as a person ages. It is
believed that as children become teenagers, the
nightly schedule of melatonin release is delayed,
leading to later sleeping and waking times. Synthetic
melatonin supplements have been used widely for
a variety of medical conditions, most notably for the
treatment of disorders related to sleep. Melatonin is
an antioxidant, and many of its proposed therapeutic
uses are based on this property.

can only be produced artificially
appears to cause many side-effects in the
short term
and tryptophan are the same substances
is produced highest during the daytime
is produced less in adults than in children

6.

the body of children doesn’t produce
melatonin at all
if the body is exposed to light, the brain
produces more melatonin
levels of melatonin in the body vary in a
daily cycle
synthetic melatonin supplements are
dangerous for children
high levels of melatonin in the blood
damage brain functions

According to the passage, it is true that
melatonin ----.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

is effective in treating sleep disorders
has toxic properties
isn’t produced at all in the body after a
certain age
is produced in liver
was proved to have no healing properties

2
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BASIC
SKILLS

BASIC COLLECTION

TEST 4

LY S - 5
3. This is the most enjoyable and relaxing
holiday we have ever had.

1.-10. sorularda verilen cümleye anlamca en
yakın olan cümleyi bulunuz.

A) Whenever we go on holiday, we enjoy it very
much.
B) We have had much more enjoyable and
relaxing holidays than this one.
C) Our holiday could have been more
pleasurable and relaxing if it had lasted
longer.
D) This is actually far from being the most
relaxing and enjoyable holiday we have ever
had.
E) We have never had such pleasurable and
relaxing holiday as this one before.

A) Dane had already set up his own company
before he became thirty-eight.
B) If Dane were more skilful, he could have
established a company long before he
became thirty-eight.
C) When he set up his own company, Dane was
only thirty-eight years old.
D) Only when he became thirty-eight, did Dane
manage to set up his own business.
E) Dane could have established a company of
his own before, but he waited until his late
thirties.
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1. It was not until he reached the age of thirtyeight that Dane succeeded in establishing his
own company.

2. Nobody thought Helen would get so many
votes in the election, but she did.

4. Marketing plans to increase sales and
profitability have all ended in failure.

A) Helen ought to have received a lot more
votes in the election.
B) Contrary to what everybody expected, Helen
received a lot of votes in the election.
C) As everyone had expected, Helen managed
to win the election.
D) Though Helen got more votes than expected
in the election, she couldn’t win it.
E) Nobody but Helen had expected to receive so
many votes in the election.

A) Only a few marketing plans have been
successful in increasing sales and
profitability.
B) Since all the marketing plans have ended
in failure, we should search for new ways to
improve sales.
C) We have increased our sales and profitability
as a result of effective marketing plans.
D) Until now, no marketing plans aiming to
improve sales and profitability have been
successful.
E) Many of the marketing strategies have failed
to improve sales.

1
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PROGRESS TEST

3

BASIC COLLECTION

LY S - 5

MODALS TEST 1
A.

Underline the correct modal verbs in the following sentences.
(20 points, 1 point each)
1.

You have to buy / don’t need to buy any fruits today because there are lots of fresh fruits in the
fridge.

2.

Liz has been living in Spain for almost ten years now, so she can speak / could speak Spanish
fluently.

3.

All personnel in the work area mustn’t wear / should wear eye protection and other safety
equipment to avoid injury.

4.

When my brother was at the university, he used to play / can play basketball almost every day.

5.

If you want to maintain a healthy diet, you must consume / shouldn’t consume too much sugar.

6.

You have to get up / had to get up at seven o’clock tomorrow morning if you don’t want to be late for
the interview.

7.

Robert has had to work / has to work harder ever since he became the vice president of the
company.

8.

I must attend / didn’t have to attend the January meeting, so I went to see my cousin Jane instead.

9.

When you start a new business, you should have / don’t need to have a good business strategy.

10.

Since I didn’t have enough cash on me, I need to pay / had to pay the bill by credit card.

11.

I won’t be able to come to work tomorrow morning since I have to go / don’t need to go to the
dentist for a check-up.

12.

Although he studied hard for the physics exam, Daniel can’t get / couldn’t get a passing grade.

13.

When I was in high school, I must wear / had to wear glasses for the first time because of
astigmatism.

14.

You need to read / didn’t have to read the instructions carefully before you use the device.

15.

Passengers mustn’t use / are able to use mobile telephones on flights because they will interfere
with the plane’s electronic equipment.

16.

Mary could read / was able to read the letter before anybody saw her.

17.

Jacky is able to swim / has been able to swim since she was 5.

18.

I don’t need to change / mustn’t change clothes for the party. They are suitable for a formal
gathering.

19.

I must have stayed / could have stayed there a little longer but I didn’t feel like it.

20.

I must have studied / should have studied more. Now I regret not doing so.

1
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LYS 5 DİL İNGİLİZCE
E.

PROGRESS TEST 3 / MODALS

Give advice to the following situations by using suitable modals.
(10 points 2 points each)
1.

Your friend has toothache.
________________________________________________________________.

2.

Your sister is playing a video game although she has homework to do.
________________________________________________________________.

3.

Your mother is cooking 5 different dishes for the guests and she is very tired.
________________________________________________________________.

4.

Your father coughs badly.
________________________________________________________________.

5.

Your grandfather is trying to read the newspaper in the dark.
________________________________________________________________.

F.

Choose the correct option.
(10 points 2 points each)
1. I __________ most of the questions in the geography exam because they were quite difficult.
a) am not able to answer

b) wasn’t able to answer

c) mustn’t answer

2. You __________ your keyboard at least once every month to prevent the keys from
malfunctioning.
a) should clean

b) don’t have to clean

c) needn’t clean

3. You __________ the label on the bottle of each household cleaning product before you use any
cleaning chemicals.
a) shouldn’t read

4.

c) must read

My niece Elizabeth __________ much thinner than she is now.
a) needn’t be

5.

b) had to read

b) used to be

c) had to be

You __________ all homework assignments and exams on Tuesday.
a) mustn’t turn in

b) shouldn’t turn in

c) have to turn in

4
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1

BASIC REVISION

BASIC COLLECTION

LY S - 5

PRONOUNS & TENSES & MODALS TEST 1
4.

1.- 25. sorularda verilen cümlede boş
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da
ifadeyi bulunuz.
1.

A) could have been
B) used to be
C) can’t have been
D) were to have been
E) would rather be

Because the life conditions were getting
worse and worse there, people in Africa ---with more food and medicine.

When King Mausolus ---- in the city of
Halicarnassus in 353 BC, Queen Artemisia
was heartbroken, which ---- her to build a
magnificent tomb in his honour.
A) will die / will prompt
B) died / prompted
C) had died / had prompted
D) has died / prompts
E) died / had prompted

3.
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A) needn’t have been supplied
B) didn’t need to be supplied
C) should have supplied
D) had to be supplied
E) could have supplied

2.

5.

Originally from areas in the Middle East, Asia
and the Himalayas, it wasn’t until 1769 that
Spanish settlers ---- pomegranates trees to
California.
A) are introducing
B) can introduce
C) introduced
D) have introduced
E) will be introduced

6.

It is important to conduct listening based
activities once in a while to help young
learners improve ---- skills.
A) their
C) them

I ---- a more social person before I was a
senior student; now I cannot find enough
time to spend with my family and friends.

Whiteflies usually attach ---- to the underside
of leaves and feed by sucking the sap from
the plant.
A) their
C) them

B) its
D) itself

B) by themselves
D) of their own
E) themselves

E) themselves

1
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BASIC REVISION

3

BASIC COLLECTION

LY S - 5

PRONOUNS & TENSES & MODALS TEST 3
4.

1.- 25. sorularda verilen cümlede boş
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da
ifadeyi bulunuz.
1.

A) of your own
C) your own
E) theirs

A client of ---- called me today and said he
had got a letter from his bank stating that
he was not going to be able to use his loan
anymore.
A) my
C) me

It is sometimes easier to join a group instead
of trying to create a style ----.
B) their
D) your

B) mine
D) myself

2.

We ---- for hours before we could see the
doctor; in my opinion, it ---- wise to get an
appointment in advance.
A) didn’t need to wait / will be
B) had to wait / would have been
C) may wait / will have been
D) don’t have to wait / should be
E) had better wait / would be

3.
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E) on my own

My roommates would rather I ---- noise after
midnight as I used to study till mornings
when we were at university.

5.

Yesterday, my brother asked me whether he
could use ---- tablet PC as ---- had broken
down.
A) mine / his
C) my / his
E) his / my

6.

The taxi driver ---- really drunk; otherwise, he
could have avoided such an accident.
A) may be
C) can’t be

A) didn’t make
B) am not making
C) haven’t made
D) wouldn’t make
E) hadn’t made

B) his / me
D) his / mine

B) must be
D) was able to be
E) must have been

1
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BASIC REVISION TEST 3
23. I ---- the police because of the little noise I
heard, but I thought that there was a robber
in my house.

19. The members of the team who won the
tournament congratulated ---- for ---phenomenal success.

A) should have called
B) needn’t have called
C) may have to call
D) would prefer to call
E) ought to call

A) theirs / they
B) by themselves / them
C) them / theirs
D) themselves / their
E) they / themselves

24. The police ---- the survivor about the details
of the explosion which ---- place the other
day.

A) caused / had been
B) has caused / will be
C) will cause / has been
D) is caused / is
E) had caused / was

21. Please stop talking about finishing the test
earlier than me; you ---- me if I hadn’t been ill.
A) don’t have to surpass
B) should have surpassed
C) would surpass
D) must have surpassed
E) couldn’t have surpassed
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20. Stress anxiety ---- by a clearly identifiable
event and fades as soon as the crisis ---over.

A) had questioned / took
B) will question / is going to take
C) have questioned / will take
D) questioned / had taken
E) were questioning / has taken

25. ---- in the conference hall was able to
understand what the lecturer was saying
because he was using a lot of technical
terms.
A) Nowhere
C) Nothing

B) Anybody
D) Somewhere
E) Nobody

22. Mosquito bites will itch and cause a small
rise on the skin, but are less painful than ---the larger biting insects.
A) that of
C) those of

B) these
D) those
E) that
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